
John Ortega On Chan Sung Jung: “We Kind Of Dislike Each
Other”
 
 plus Chan Sung Jung are certainly not friends. 
 
Ortega in addition to Jung will battle future month in the primary event connected with UFC
Deal with Night: Ortega vs. Jung. The one time featherweight subject challenger feels that he
and Jung will engage in a good slugfest on October 17, especially since they would not just
like each other. 
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“A slugfest quite simply, ” Ortega said to TRAINING FOR MMA Junkie. “Me and your pet kind
of already have the point where we want to hit every different in the face. So honestly, I just
observe a slugfest and many technological work. But sure – we kind of do not like each some
other. ” 
 
Things took a switch for the worse involving the featherweight candidates whenever Ortega
slammed The writer Recreation area, who was Jung’s translator, at UFC 248. 
 
Ortega also believes this victor of his fight towards Jung will get the subsequent shot at the
UFC featherweight title. 
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“From just what I’ve heard, and I have posted on my interpersonal media plus Dana White’s
said that himself : he mentioned the victorious one of this combat gets the shot to guard the
belt, ” Ortega said. “I don’t make the rules. I don’t perform nothing – it came up straight from
this horse’s mouth. I’ve never ever observed him talk about any person else having a title
shot after their fight. We heard it from this fight. ” 
 
UFC Fight Night: Ortega compared to. Jung is set for Weekend, October 19 from a location
to be publicised with Brian Ortega and even Chan Sung Jung headlining. Fightful is providing
dwell coverage of the occasion, when broadcast plans currently have still to be exposed. 
 
Fightful offers all involving your MMA needs covered. Follow us on Twitting for updates, and
sign up for our YouTube channel for exclusive interviews, lists, information updates and
predictions. 


